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Watchmen comic script pdf

Villa! Finally, the Watchmen script is here for all of you superhero movie fans played by Matthew Goode, Billy Crudup, yadda yadda. This puppy is a transcript that was painstakingly transcribed using the script and/or viewing the film to get the dialogue. I know, I know, I still have to get the names of the actors there and all that jazz, so you
have reforms, feel free to throw me a line. At least you have some Watchmen quotes (or even a monologue or two) to tease your workers with in the meantime, right? And then let's go back to the script --O-Rama Drew -- because reading is good for your noodles. Anyway better than Farmville Watchmen Script [KETTLE WHISTLING]
MAN 1 [ON TV]: Wrong, as usual. U.S. failure to act in Eastern Europe... 100,000 Afghans Killed in Foreign Troops Attack in Pakistan It will not be opposed publicly by the United States. [Whistle stops] issue: The Soviet Union continued its recent series of military exercises... Today's bomb test in the Bering Sea... Just 1,500 miles from
the southern coast of Alaska, President Richard Nixon issued the warning to the Russians: MAN 2: America is not starting to fight. Let's be clear that we retain our power... In order to maintain peace... So every enemy must ask themselves: Do the consequences of attacking America... What are the potential benefits? As a result of Soviet
activity... The Watchdog Group of Nuclear Scientists... Doomsday Clock moves up to five minutes to midnight: destruction by nuclear war. Question: On a scale of zero to 10, zero means impossible... 10 means full metaphysical headline... What are the chances that the Russians will actually attack the U.S.? Pet Biochanan Zero. The
Russians never risk going to war when we have a nuclear deterrent walking by our side. Of course, you're referring to Dr. Manhattan... But does Dr. Manhattan's existence guarantee world peace? Eleanor Klyft, well, she's not stopping the Soviet Union... from stocking up record amounts of nuclear weapons. Don't you think it's just okay?
Maybe the reason why the Russians... They're conducting these bomb tests... It's because they feel threatened by Dr. Manhattan. maybe thats how the whole world feels . [M.T.V. Theme man on tv on the moon] Soviet ships have violated territorial waters... [NAT KING COLE'S unforgettable plays on TV] I think it's just a matter of time
[GRUNTING] [YELLS] [CHUCKLES] IS A JOKE. its all a joke . Mother, forgive me. I was a hero, damn it! Man [on TV]: An act clearly meant to send a signal to the government in Saigon... That violence and oppression are not the path to peace. you, pigs! Good luck, Mr. Gorski. [CHATTERING] NO! sixty seven years old edward blake . Six
twos, a solid 225. - The guy's made like a defense. For someone his age, he was in great shape. You mean apart from being dead? thats plate glass . You have to step on the gas just to put a crack in it. Check the bedroom? yes. The drawers opened, they went through it. The mattress shook. possibly stealing . Or it's made to look like
someone. - Wave to the president. Government or Black Operation? I think... It's much bigger than both yogurts RORSCHACH: Rorschach's journal, October 12th, 1985. This morning, a dog burst into the tread-tire alley in the stomach. This town is afraid of me. And the drains are full of blood. And when the drains are finally finished... All
the mohans drown. He foams around their waists... And all that and politician look up and shout save us and I whisper, no. Now the whole world is on the brink... I'm staring at the fucking hell. And the smooth talkers... And suddenly, nothing can think of anything to say. Under me, this awful town. He screams like an ebattor full of retarded
children... And at night, he uses bad conscientious work and conscience. A comedian died in New York tonight. Someone knows why someone knows. watch the way . [GRUNTS] must have been windy next time you... It all started with gangs, you know, people tend to forget that. Pirate suits, ghosts. They thought it was funny: get
dressed and kill the Dedmies. [MAN CHUCKLES] As soon as we arrest them, they'll be back on the street, no one could get them out of line for fucking masks, so some of us cops, we'll get together... And we'll know, hey, we'll wear masks. We'll finish what the law couldn't, very soon, the papers will wind it down. They ran away with it...
And oh, boy, we're a national past hobby. It was me, Bill's dollar, Motaman... Metropolitan Captain, Justice Hood... silk specter and comedian . Oh, don't make me start it. I have to be drunk right now and tell you this story again, I think you were trying to make a point, so my point is that we were so easy it wasn't fair what happened to you
guys... You guys who picked up where we went with Nixon made you, Nixon, oh, that. I think I've been to that five times. Oh, wow, it's almost midnight. I have to go. Truth? You were the owl of better intentions than me, Danny, man. - Hollis, we both know this is. Watch it with It's the left hook that floored the captain of the axis, remember?
- Yes, I do. Woman [on TV]: It's just in: a masked rebel known as Rorschach... In the early hours of the morning, he attacked a police officer. Ronsach is on the FBI's 10 most wanted list... For violating the Kane Act, which banned masked heroes six years ago. The incapacitated Ronchach reportedly... - I got everyone out except him.
when hes dead . Crazy week? So... You know, you don't have to keep being humorous like that. If you're gonna have a warm day or something... Hey, we retirees have to be together, right? Have you ever missed him? no. You? Oh, Hick, no. ill see you guys . [Metal Scratch] Hello Daniel Rorschach. i helped myself get some aliens . Of
course not. You want me to warm them up for you? thats good . How did you keep it? I got out of jail. Yoke on this. Is this the water of the alien? Human bean juice. The badge belonged to the comedian. so is blood . hes dead . Let's talk downstairs. Kill the comedian? Ridiculous. I hear he's been working for the government since '77.
Hitting Marxist republics in South America. Maybe it was a political murder or something. Maybe someone's choosing dressed heroes. Is that what they're saying about me now? Paranoia? Look, the comedian made a lot of enemies over the years... There was even talk of friends among his friends, how's Hollis Mason? he wrote the book .
I said some bad things about the comedian in him, I don't like what you're implying, and I'd like to follow him even less, maybe I was watching you, in case someone wears a mask. - You've never been so emotional. Qisas. - The caregivers are finished. - Dick Says Dick. He tells me. No one knows who you are. Is that what you have now?
A normal life? When you walk down the street in a city where you die of rye... Past of the human beetle... Talking about heroin and your child pornography... Do you really feel normal? At least I'm not the one still hiding behind the mask. You're hiding in plain sight. Often when we were partners, they were good times, huh, Ronchach? -
What's the up? - You quit. The Journal of The Ronchach. The first visit to the night is fruitless. Feel a little depressed. there will be a war soon . Millions of people will be lost in sickness and misery. Why does a death matter against so many? There's good and bad, and bad should be punished, even against Armageddon... I'm not
compromised on that. But they deserve retribution. And a little time. - Captain. - Ridley Ridley, did you see a survivor? no , sir . Captain, my leg is trapped in some wreckage. - He's killing me. Ridley. [Screaming] Ridley. Ridley. no. no. Voices [slogans]: more blood, more blood, more blood. Deliriously close to drowning, I saw it. Black
transport. The hell-bound ship sails black against the yellow Indies sky. I knew again the smell of powder and men's brains and war, voices [slogans]: more blood, more blood, more blood. More blood, more blood, more blood. The waves were about me velvet... Clapping, terribly hot in the transport awakening. In despair, I offered my airy
soul to God almighty... His mercy and judgment. Hey, what's up? What do you say, kid? We need to nuclear russia and let God sort it out, or at least send dr. Manhattan to visit, you know what I'm saying? I mean, I'm not trying to be an or anything, but they're the ones who... That disturbs us. Now that's just my opinion. But I'm a news
salesman, you know, so I've been informed. yes i know. new frontier . Well, he's not here yet. I'd appreciate it. because i dont know whos going to be here . - You wanted to buy it? - No, I don't. Oh, my God, I'm so sorry. Just try again tomorrow, okay? [Uh], Mr. Weidt... To this day, you're one of only two caregivers... Ever show the world
their true identities... The first was Hollis Mason, and you certainly made a big profit from him... Turning his self-changing superhero, Ozymandias, into a billion-dollar industry: toys, lunch boxes, genetic engineering. I understand there is a film in the works. - I don't hear any questions, Mr. Roth. You think... Watch me for cursing their
fights? This is a fair question. Yeah, it's crossed my mind... Some of my colleagues might see it like this... As you clearly know, biased journalism... Sells more magazines. Videt Industries' commodity arm funds our work with Dr. Manhattan. We recently expanded our Research Center in Antarctica... Hoping for cheap development,
renewable energy resources... That we may destroy the world's reliance on fossil fuels. Now, a political scientist doesn't want to... To see if our Cold War with the Russians is not ideological... It's based on fear. fear of not having enough . But if we build resources infinitely... E...... we obsolete the war . I hope the other caregivers find out...
wherever they may be . Thanks for your time. - Sounds good, Adrian. it has been too long . So Roenchach thinks someone's hunting caregivers, huh? You think that's possible? Statistically, a murder is not equal to a trend. Ronchach is a community, Dan. And so was the comedian. He was practically Nazi. You know that better than
anyone. that were the only ones who know each others identities . Actually, the whole world knows yours. That's why I warn you first. But I'm afraid there's something much more real to worry about... To get the Russian Rorschach mask killer to set up their nuclei, can John really stop them? The Russians have stored 51 out of the way,
even Lyle John stops 99% of them... The 1 percent who go through it can still kill anything alive on Earth. Even Dr. Manhattan can't be everywhere all of a sudden, Rorschach magazine, October 13th, 1985... ... At 8:30 .m. Meeting Dryberg left a bad taste in the mouth. A loose defeat whispering in his basement, why so few of us have
remained active... Healthy and without personality disorders? The first Nint Owl runs an automated repair shop. Specter's first silk is a bloated, aging prostitute... Dying in a resting California resort. Dollar Bill stuck his cape in a revolving door... where he was shot . Silvet, murdered... victim of his own inappropriate lifestyle . Motamen has
asylum in Maine. Even Adrian Weidt, a possible homosexual. It should do more research. There are only two names on my list that share both private neighborhoods at the Rockefeller Military Research Center. i have to go to them . I have to go tell the indestructible man that someone's going to kill him. yes... But you'll be disappointed,
Rorschach. you shouldnt be here . Good to see you, Silk Specter. What are you doing here, Lori? The dead comedian Roenchach wants me to look to my future... Look, the killer has been publicly identified. My future is blocked by some kind of time interference. - I can't see it clearly. - Interference? Caused by what? In all likelihood, the
nuclear Holocaust. If the U.S. and the Soviet Union get involved in the war of everything... The explosion wave is the result of a sudden burst of tachyons producing... Particles that travel backwards through what you perceive as time... So it obscures my vision of the present. i have to get back to work . Wait a minute. What if that's why
someone wants to get us out of the way? So we can't do anything to stop him? Goodbye Rothsch RORSCHACH: It put a lot of effort into getting in here to see you. I'm not leaving until I say it. a lot of things you dont tell me these days . I didn't want to worry you prematurely if Adrian and I could solve the energy crisis, the war might go
away, but you always say time coincides if that's true, then how can you change the future? If only you could understand time like I did, please let me show you. Magical. Dreams. thats what i used to have . I was a hero, damn it! It's not my fault you're old. I'll leave food on the table for you and your baby. once . - The man tries to rape
you... stop! Your mind goes to dark places... And you wonder why I keep the worst from you. You want me to have dinner with you... As before... But you won't. you know i cant . So you'll call Dan. which is just normal . You deserve the comfort of an old friend. i had no idea . Remember that crazy guy? What did he say to himself? Captain
Carnage used to pretend he was a superhyol just so he could be beaten? Yeah, he tried it on me once. i just left . He starts chasing me down the street in broad daylight... He was shouting, Punish me! Punish me! im just saying no , lose it . God, what happened to him? Oh. My... He pulled it on The Ronchach... And Ronchach threw him
off an elevator shaft. - It's not even funny. - Yeah, I'm sorry. It's good to order the four-legged chicken. I'm so happy to see you, too. Is that how you're dressed? - No mane does. All that tight latex? i mean , that was awful . Uh... Yeah, yeah, awful. But she didn't want to let mother down, she wanted her little girl to be just like her and fight
the bad guys, I think Kane's law was the best thing that's ever happened to us. Well, we live longer anyway. what? John thinks, unless he can do something about it... That there is going to be nuclear war. Soon. but i dont know what to think . I mean, it's all... Quantum mechanics and parallel realities with him. I don't even know what world
he really sees. I can't even tell if he cares about me anymore... or if hes just pretending . If he's pretending to mean he cares, wait, I'll take the door. - Thank you, Dan. - Yes, I do. Do you always have a government escort for dinner? They'll make sure I don't do anything to upset the most powerful weapon in the country. I'll invite you to
dinner to go and have some laughs... But there doesn't seem to be much laughter around these days. What do you expect? Dead comedian [vomiting] Laurie? Is that you? I thought you'd get used to travel. Way now. Well, I'm not. When John cameras me, I hate him. Margarita? Mother, it's 2:00 p.m. [CHUCKLES]. He sent me a note. This
eight-page comic they do in the '30s and '40s, did he send it to you? - Sure, I'll take it. They're very valuable, like antiques. Mother, that's so much. I think it's kind of flattering. Why do you always call me Mother when you're angry? i know why youre here . I can still sing, you know. I saw it in the paper. - I think I finally got his punch line.
After what he did to you? oh , lori , youre still young . things will change . what happened 40 years ago . im 67 years old . Every day of the future looks a little darker. But the past... Even the scary parts... Keep getting brighter. I have points in my eyes. - Thank you, Wigi. - Thank you, Mr. Owl, tomorrow, 3:00, my studio. A little place on
21st Street looks good. I wonder how my hair will look? Oh, go ahead. I'll be there in five minutes, Eddie. What the hell are you doing here? You knew I was changing. come on , honey . You have to have some kind of reason to dress up in a dress like this. - N-O won't be a curse. - Come on, honey. Eddie... [GRUNTING] Is that what you
like? - What makes you hot? - What, you're the one who's It's all very hard, cupcake. It rains on just and unfair alike. The comedian was a bit of both. And he always thought he'd get the last laugh. Don't listen to our prayers... But leave us, My Lord, the most holy, the most mighty... Holy and merciful savior. You are the most qualified
eternal judge, our suffering in our last hour for every... Fireworks should be a joke, you know, you think this country had enough fireworks. You know, I'd be lost here in Vietnam... I think it might have driven us crazy, you know, as a country. But we didn't, thanks to you. Sounds bitter. Bitter key? , no, I think it's funny[ JANIS JOPLIN's Me
and BOBBY McGEE playing over speakers] Oh, Jesus Christ. - Mr. Eddie? - Just what I needed. the war is over now . theres nothing to talk about . Look, I'm leaving. I'll forget about you. And your horrible, sweaty little country, get the hell out of here. You remember me and my country... Always! My face! Blake. do not. Blake! She was
pregnant... And you shot him, didn't you? And you know what? You watched. You could have turned the gun into steam, bullets into bottle mercury in snowflakes, but didn't you, flies? You really don't care about humans. god help us all . Medic! The most sacred and kindest Savior. He comes up and gets cut, like a flower. In the midst of
life, we are at death. Who might we seek succor, but from you, O Lord? Welcome. We'll start shortly. were waiting for someone . I told you, you're not the only one dressed. welcome , doctor . Thank you for coming to familiarize yourself with this map of high-crime areas. It's all. For someone who calls himself a comedian, I can never tell
when you're joking. This is a real joke. It didn't work 15 years ago, and it's not working right now... Because you want to play cowboys and Indians, maybe we should agree on drinking in meetings [laughs] that Rneshach and I have got into a gang problem by working together. A group of this size looks like a publicity stunt. I'm not in it for
ink. [EDDIE CHUCKLES] ... with the right leadership . - Yes, I do. And that's you, right, Ozy? I mean, you're the smartest man on this planet. But it takes a stupid room to think they're small enough for you guys to get through. You heard Muloch back in town, put your panties in a batch. - You think it's important to get it? - Justice matters.
[CHUCKLES] JUSTICE. Justice is happening to all of us no matter what we do, you know, human beings have been trying to kill each other since the beginning. Now we finally have the power to finish. When those nuclei start flying, it doesn't matter, we'll all be dust. Then, O'Iesmandias, here... He'll be the smartest man on the Cinder as
happy as he was... God almighty who will take on the spirit of our beloved abandoned brother... So let's commit his body to earth, earth to earth, ashes to ashes... [CHATTERING] [GRUNTS] Caregivers! Police! The police to protect the people! Attention, citizens. We're trying to maintain order. Please, there's no need for violence. We're
trying to keep order on the streets until the police strike is over before you get hurt. I want my salary! - You're not the law! We want regular cops! He's not crazy rebellious! My son's a police officer, assholes! . all right. Is that how you're gonna do this? theres no need for violence . you. you! Oh, it's getting heavy. , I love working on
American soil, Dan. How much fun we can keep since Woodward and Bernstein didn't have so much fun. Up? Congress is passing a new bill that would make the masks illegal, our days numbered. Until then it's like always saying: We're the only protection of society. - From what? Are you kidding me? of themselves . - You son of a. No
comedians, wait! Take my bad-ass hands. What happened to the American dream? What happened to the American dream? It's come true! youre looking at it . edgar william jacobi . It is also known as Edgar William One. It is also known as Muloch. What are you talking about? I'm a retired businessman... [Moaning] again, Muloch, I'll
break another finger. I've done my time. I heard you attended Blake's funeral. I just felt like I had to... Respect the comedian. - He walked in here. a week ago . He turned off his mask. - Why would he go see you? - I don't know. I woke up in my bedroom and she was there upset. She was crying. Cry? The comedian? He was screwing up,
there was no logic. i was gonna in my pants. What did he say? its a joke . It's all a joke. You know, I thought I knew how. i thought i knew how the world was . I've done some bad things. I shot the kids in the name, you know. But that was the war. God, I'm here... It pours my gut... to one of my ancients . But the truth is... You're the closest
thing to a friend I'm saying? Shit. And your name... Your name was on the list... Along with Jeannie, you know what her name is, old Manhattan girl. Mother, forgive me. and then he left , i swear i dont know what he was talking about . funny story . Sounds unbelievable. probably true . So that's it? - Am I clean? - You? Clean? amygdalin .
This dummy drug is made from apricot pits. - It's illegal. - Come on, let's go. please dont confiscate him . i will try anything . i have cancer . What kind of cancer? You know, the kind you're gonna get better about? That's not what I have. The Journal of The Ronchach. October 16th. You want some of this? Fifty bucks, I'll take your dick. - I
thought about Muloch's story. - Come on, let's go. It might all be a lie, a planned revenge plan during his years behind bars. you. I'll make more than you make in a year, damn it. But if it's true... Something that could probably scare the comedian... Cry enough in front of Muloch? What did he see? and that list he mentioned . Comedian
Edward Blake. Born in 1918. Buried in the rain. Murder. Is that what happens to us? Don't we have time for a friend? Only our enemies leave the roses. Violent lives end with violence. Blake found out. Humans are wild in nature. no How much you try to get dressed... To find out... Blake saw the true face of society. I chose to be a mockery
of him. prank . I once jokingly heard a man go to the doctor, say he's depressed. Life seems harsh and cruel. He says he feels lonely in an intimidating world. The doctor says the treatment is simple. Pagliacci's great clown is in town. Go see it. But the doctor, he says. im pagliaki . Everyone laughs. Roll on snare drums. Curtains. Hey,
Bernie, right? Can I get you a Time magazine there? i will. - How much do you want now? For you, two bucks. two dollars . You're going up, huh? go instead . Thanks. Hey, I like your book. Hey, thanks, Bernie. thank you . [CAWING] When I woke up, I found myself on a bad beach... with my men , pieces of my men . That's all I could do
for him... Although he brought me blood through the seas. His wet embrace had prevented me from drifting beyond reach. Yet this small comfort was all I could offer. One of my crew lay ahead, the birds ate his thoughts and memories. Away. yes! yes! run . In hell, at least the gullies are satisfied. For my part, I begged that they should take
my eyes. This will downsize the horrors of the future to me. What time should you be in your interview? do not worry. We've got a lot of time. God, John, stop. What are you doing? please , do not mind . - I always thought you'd like this. no , i dont want it . Look, I know you were trying to... Do you work here when we're in bed together? My
work with Adrian is currently at a critical stage. ... - I didn't think it was necessary. To what? To tell me which one of you is me? My attention was focused entirely on you. If you think there's something wrong with my attitude... im ready to discuss it . You know how everything in this world, except people, fits together, what am I for you? A
digging puzzle to solve? Your men are back. - I don't want that responsibility. Man [on TV]: He's called a lot of things: hero, weapon... Our National Security Lenchappin... Deterring nuclear war, or a man to end worlds. After tonight, Dr. Manhattan... In an exclusive interview, I will answer my questions and your questions... You are brought
free commercially by Veidt. [knocking] [NAT KING COLE's unforgettable plays on TV] Who is it? It's Lori. I just installed this new lock. i didnt know where to go crazy . oh , its okay . In. what is wrong? I left John. im so sorry . i dont know why i am here . I just... I don't know Daly. You probably had an argument or something. no , dan , you
dont know what it was like to live with him . The way he looks at things right now, it's like he's... remember what they are . It's like this world, this real world... To him, it's like walking through mist. and people are just shadows . Shadows in the fog. God, how did everything get so sloppy? I'm sorry, Dan. I'm glad you came here. [The gas
woman] is fantastic. Dr. Manhattan arrives and doesn't think he'll tell me. It's just we don't have makeup time. Yeah, it's dark enough. The weight of the world is on him, but will he quit? no. News vendors always get along. 'em... Oh, God, that homeless guy came again. I told you, this month's issue hasn't arrived yet. Why do you care about
that right donkey? those bastards don't know anything . they come here . - Seymour. All right, all right, all right. You see this guy behind me? I've been hurting me all week. Yeah, well, I'm in a bad way. Man 1: Girl. What do we have here? Here is a list of Pentagon-approved no-go areas. Afghanistan obviously will come, but just play it
cold... and try not to get into any tight corners . - A well-known nuclear physicist, who was hit by a terrible accident... Gifted with extraordinary powers, he was able to bend the substance at his will. Today, the world knows him as Dr. Manhattan. Welcome. Thank you. Man 3: That's right. miss black , you have the first question . Dr.
Manhattan, as you know... Armageddon is an iconic clock face... Simulating humankind's proximity to extinction... Midnight represents the threat of nuclear war. From now on, he'll be standing at 4:00 until midnight. Do you accept that we're close to destruction? My father was a watchmaker. He abandoned it when Einstein discovered that



time was relative. I just accept that an iconic watch... As nutrition to reason is... As a photo of oxygen to a drowned man. so youre saying theres no danger . Even in a world without nuclear weapons, there will be a danger, and you want to say, as many claim... That you, in fact, have a god... Considering that you see the past and the
future at the same time? I can only see my past... my own future . I don't know everything, Doug Roth, your question? Speaking of your past, Dr. Manhattan... Are you A man named Wally Weaver? yes. We were both physicists together at the Gila Feltz Research Base. He died of cancer. He was a good man. You encountered him several
times in the '60s: battles, conflicts. Did you know he has cancer? he didnt tell me . What about General Anthony Randolph? When you first started working for the government, he was responsible for you, cancer. You're suggesting that I was the cause of where I'm standing, it's seeming pretty definitive. Even Ely is, irrelevant. A living
human body and a dead human body... They have the same number of particles. There is no structural difference. all right. Let's calm down, please. What about Jeannie Slater? You think it's different for him? Jeannie? Your ex-girlfriend? he was a physicist too . You've met for 11 years, Doug, one question at a time. He's got cancer. You
were the world for me, John. You've been my whole life. Jeannie, I wasn't told I was trapped by you after the accident. - Jeannie, they didn't tell me I didn't know. - you, John. this interview is over . Get those cameras up there. Everybody back up. I need backup here. Please, everyone's gonna go... And leave me alone... Do you care if you
comment? I said leave me alone! [Both pantings] Jesus. Us...... He's stealing. let's go. [Men moaning] trembled. You know what? im erased . i just want to tell him one night . Oh, are you sure you don't want to come with me, Hollis... And move the adrenaline? I think I had enough heroes one night to help you listen. Whenever it is, be
careful, Dan, it's a tough world out there. I thought about my family... My wife, my daughters. Vulnerable, not suspicious. A wait for me to come back, just to meet the curse... Bear upon them. hey! Here! here! Ridley. [MARINER GRUNTS] SAIL . Ridley sailed for me, maybe this could be my route to Davidson, everything I loved, everything
I lived for, depending on my reach home... In advance, a terrifying cargo ship. The morning sun found me less troublesome. More than the beach... Some of my crew was gassed. I trembled at my own idea and tried to banish this repulsive notion. Even in death, they sought to fulfill their duty... Build our ship more buoyant. And I do my
duty in front of them to bring them home, rudely taking my men away from the eternal break and laying them in the bed I've prepared. They hoped my wife and daughters would gather with gentler hands... when their turn came . We have to go home together, my friend. I was waiting for the tide. Then, he started, headed east. East, across
the sea at night. East is transferred to the bodies of those murdered. Hope can be a terrible thing. [Thunder Crashing] [Wind Whistle] [Moaning] [GULLS CAWING] CAME WITH DAWN, THE GULLS WERE LOOKING FOR BREAKFAST. Ridley. get out. I was reminded that I, myself, had not eaten. I know he's anorexic, but that's all we got.
Who's gone? - What about Dr. Manhattan? What did you say? The Manhattan doctor's gone. Where'd he go? youre late . Uh, I know. i know. You won't believe what happened, Dr. Manhattan just lost it on live TV. [CLAMORING PEOPLE ON TV] I WAS JUST WITH LORI . He soon knows the whole world knows. I'm looking at the stars.
And their light will take a long time to get to us... All we've ever seen from the stars are their old photos, July 1959, and I love it. That's so great. - You can pick it up tomorrow. - Seventy-five cents. Much. I wish he'd let us know a little bit. im sure it looks beautiful . Her name is Jeannie Slater. im 30 years old . We were introduced by a good
friend of mine from college named Wally Weaver. February 12 is 1981. The governor dies of cancer, which they now say I'm the cause of. That night, Gini and I will make love for the first time, a month later, the accident will wait for me. Oh, I'm going to you guys. I think I put my watch in. Let's wait a second. I'll find my watch when I go to
the bathroom... Wally's turning white. John? ... I'm sorry, John. But I can't... Jeannie, don't leave me! Don't leave me! [Men who speak absurdly] is May 12, 1959, introduced to Gini. He'll buy me a beer... The first time a woman did this for me when she passed through the cold, generalized glass... Yeah, John, that's good. Now it's just a
question of re-collecting parts in the right sequence. I feel scared... one last time . Token's funeral is held. theres nothing to bury . Gini frames the snapshot. this is the only picture of me that everyone has . A circulatory system can be seen by the peri-es round fence. A few days later... A some partly muscle skeleton stands in a hallway...
and he shouts a moment before he disappears . John? Is that you? Nations around the world are ringing since this morning's announcement... Probably more. Event in recent history. We repeat, Superman exists and he is American. They call me Dr. Manhattan. For sinister associations it will increase in America's enemies. Marketing
boys say I need a logo if it's going to have a symbol... There has to be someone I respect. Something deadly. In January 1971... ... President Nixon wants me to interfere in Vietnam... What his previouss don't ask ends a week later. some of the ytong forces want to surrender to me in person . Hollis Mason, a retired costume hero, writes a
book. In it, he calls my arrival a superhero dawn. I'm not sure what that means, then, I was mis-quoted. I never said Superman was there and he's American. What I said was that God exists and that he's American. And crushing religious angangs in the sense... Don't worry. It just shows that you're still wise christmas 1963. Jenny told me
she was scared and worried. I'll tell him I still want it... And I always do it as I lie to her, September 4, 1970. shes beautiful . After every long kiss, he'll have a smaller, gentler kiss on my lips... signature . Jenny accuses me of following the prisoner. He's aging more tangiblely every day... [I hearable dialogue] ... while im still standing . I
prefer the sticker here. these people . I'm tired of being caught up in the entanglement of their lives. They claim their job is to build a heaven... Yet paradise itself is populated with horror. Maybe the world is not built. maybe nothing was made . an hour without an industrialist . its too late . Always... It's always too late, and you don't know
where he was going. Probably on the other side of the world studying molecules. theres no sign of his energy signature anywhere . really? Mrs. Jupiter, did you and Dr. Manhattan fight today? It's none of your business when you're on a government payroll and you don't do your job. She's close to the word whore, as you want to go with
me, Agent Forbes Smoke? im sorry , mrs . You can imagine our concern. When those nuclei start flying, it doesn't matter, we'll all be dust. Then, O'Iesmandias, here... He's 80 years old. on the cinder . Laurel? Laurel Jane? youre sly jupiters child . You're a comedian, aren't you? You were so cool there, you know, your mom, she was one
of the beauty of the all-time hero. You have his eyes, you know. You even have the funny little mole. long time no see. It didn't take long enough in my book, Eddie. get in the car . Is there any depth to not drown? jesus christ , s anthy . Someone can't talk to him. You know, old friend's daughter? I mean, what do you think I am? We found
him! - We found him. Where is he? Mars. Mr. President... The Russians have cut their tanks only across the Afghan border. They're testing us... To see if we made Dr. Manhattan's disappearance... To make a move out of them. General 1: If they find it's not a trick, they'll probably start with airstrikes. If they do, they will have Afghanistan
under control in a few days. A scouting team of nuclear scientists moved doomsday clock... two minutes to midnight . Get this off the screen. Who are these to say when Doomsday gets close? i say when the day of doomsday is approaching . Now, then. What about the rest of the Warsaw Pact? Czechoslovakia, Poland and East
Germany have mobilized their forces. but theres no movement yet . They're playing a wait and see, letting the Russians take the lead, it was a bold move, Henry. They should be afraid of Richard Nixon's lunas, how soon can we be ready for a default strike? two days . We have a 54 percent chance of erasing the entire U.S. R.A. What
would be our losses before they airborne their missiles? Assuming conservative predictions... How many Soviet outlandishes are already being destroyed... We'll lose the entire East Coast, the last gas... From the founding of Harvard. lets see if they think their way out is gone . With predicted wind patterns, the crash drift was heading
south. Mexico gets the worst, most farm belts may remain unaffected. Not so bad... Everything is intended. General 2: Mr. President... What would you like to do? Take us to Defcon Two. Dr. Manhattan has two days after that... Humanity is in the hands of a higher position than me. Let's just hope he's on our side, Forbes: there has to be
a way to get to him. I'm sorry, I'm Radio transmission, space shuttles... I'm sorry, I'm What, you're the one who I have to use the bathroom. the only thing that can bring john back is john . I've been locked up enough in my life without a Manhattan doctor around here... To bully the Russians into peace, Mr. Weidt... People need good old
energy to In. can you understand . The world can't just give up oil and cold turkey nuclear power. You're gonna be gonna get our whole economy together overnight, you're right, Lee, and why free energy? Well, Azad is just a other word for the socialist. Whatever communist affiliation he might have had. Mr. Lakoka, gentlemen... I respect
your position... And what you did as captain of the industry. You want to know my past? Hm? ok. Fortunately. It's a matter of public record that by the time I was 17, both my parents were dead... I left it alone. I think you can say I've always been alone, they say I'm the smartest man in the world, but the truth is, I often felt stupid... Well,
whoever lives is. The only person I felt a grudge against... Died 300 years before the birth of Christ. Alexander is Macedonian, or Alexander the Great, as you know him. His vision of a world was united... [Studio Group everyone wants to rule the game world over speakers] Well, it was unprecedented. I wanted to... It has to match his
successes... So I decided to apply ancient teachings to my world today. And my path to conquest began. Conquest not of men... But from the evils that start them, fossil fuels, oil, nuclear power... They're like drugs, and you, along with foreign interests... The pushers are. - Now listen. no. you listen . The world will live... And he deserves
more than you could provide, so let's take it, will we? I'm worth more than all your companies, I can buy and sell you, what you have to decide... You have to choose to make our disagreement public. I think you know the way out, gentlemen. Game people want to talk to you about the new villain for the Ozymandias line. - Looks like all the
old villains are dead. - I think I have some ideas. - Mr. Widdett? I think we got off on the wrong foot. Don't bite, you son of a bitch. I need a name. potassium cyanid suicide pill . The guy was dead before he hit the ground. But who's gonna kill us now? I don't know, but it's not safe here. So there's no news of John? no. Well, listen... Why
don't you come stay with me? oh , no . It's so sweet, but I don't want to impose it. oh , no . no. Think about it doing me a favor. I shouldn't worry about you out there. [HORN HONKS] Journal of Ronchach, October 21, 1985. At 43 and 7, he saw Driberg and Jupiter leaving the canteen. They don't know me without a mask. He broke the
heart of Manhattan to engineer his exile... Make room for Dderberg? Do Do you even have a heart to break? The alley was cold, it was abandoned. My stuff was where I left them and I was waiting for me, my coat, my shoes, my stainless gloves. my face . Let them go, I let go of my disguise... It's me. Far from fear or weakness... Or lust.
[Screaming woman] down the alley... I heard the woman screaming, the first bubbling note from the city's night chorus. A very good rape. theft . Both. [RORSCHACH CLEARS THROAT] The man became... And something rewards him in his eyes. And something rewards him in his eyes, sometimes the night is generous to me. Vidt's killer
was a low local life called Roy. An apartment, I found clues. It looks like he worked at the Trans-Nationality Of The Herm. In Muloch. Someone tried to shoot the smartest man in the world today. Last time I was here, I saw a pension check written from the same company, I think it's a front set up by anyone who wants our masks dead now,
We don't have a lie, Muloch. Who runs the everym? GOOD [OVER BULLHORN]: Rorschach. this is the police . - We know you're there. no! If anyone's there with you, send them out unsethed. no. No, no, no! Frame. I walked right into it. Stupid, stupid, stupid! Never, never give up. all right. I hope you're ready, hero. when you are . A......
Two...... Three. come on. - God, it stinks. - Take that mask off him. - No, I don't. no! My face! Give me my face back! Masked Rebel Ronchach arrested... And it was identified as Walter Cuax, a 35-year-old white man. Little is known about the Covax, but he was shot in the head at his Home in the Branux, accused of murdering Edgar
Jacobi. Police officers injured and Jacobi's house set on fire... During the violent period of seizure. Man 1: Rorschach! It's like I screwed up your mother. I knew this guy was a stitch, but Ronchach... I usually have an intuition about this kind of thing. - I thought the guy was gonna get older. - Hey, let me bite you. yes. Hey, you see this? he
was my client . - I used to come here all the time. - No? hey , bernie . Do you have any good news? Whoever we are, wherever we are... we exist on the whims of murderers . I barely knew my friend Ridley. of his former self . I really need to get him home first... Before it got worse before he gave up, I heard that less than a pint a day, a
man might survive drinking saltwater. Captain, what are you doing here? What are you doing, Captain? im heading to davidstown . I have to warn everyone. In the pre-black transport? Isolation has you off, Captain. but we have to try . youre an idiot . you survived the transport attack alone . Your hapless craft will go around and away, as
far as you can. no. No, my family. I have to protect them. Your wife is dead. - Your kids, they're dead. - Shut your mouth. [Men who scream indiscriminately] [Screaming] growling ends up dying like they do . i give you my life in navablit . [Laughs] Even though I fail in my quest, I take comfort in the fact that I will see... My family is in heaven
again. Paradise? Oh, there's no heaven, Captain. Believe me, sir, did I ever know Walter Cuoaux is your name? Walter? Well, let me explain your situation here, Walter. And maybe I can convince them that you need to be medically treated in a hospital. I believe this will be good for you. But the authorities want to put you with the general
population. - He's in jail. - Oh, yeah. yes. But the difference is, down there... youll be eaten alive . A beautiful butterfly. What now? What do you see here? Mother? Is he hurting you? You got a fucking kid here. I should have had that miscarriage. Huh? Whore. Hey, you think he sucks for a dollar? [Screaming] clouds. Tell me about
Ronchach. Can you do that, Walter? you keep telling me walter doesnt like you . Okay, why exactly is that? youre fat . Rich. Liberal sensitivities. what you call compassion . I want to protect the sinner and find out that this corrupt society, what it calls rehabilitation. There's nothing short of compromise. There are Dilly men here who behave
far more extremely than I do, doctor, of course not famous, are they? You want to know about Ronchach? I'll tell you about The Ronchach. When a man under the black belt has seen the community... He can never turn his back on her. That doesn't exist, no matter who instructs him to look the other way. We're not doing this... because
hes allowed . were gonna do this because we have to do it . were doing this because we had to . I was investigating a kidnapping case. six years old . I was young at the time, too soft on criminals, I let them live, broke a man's hand to tip me to the missing girl's place, I knew she was here... But when I searched there, I didn't see anything,
and then I found it. Barney. Who's gonna bark for Dad? it was dark when the killer came back . as dark as it gets . oh , god . Who's out there? Who's that? Who's that? [FLOORBOARD CREAKS] [Moaning] What? What the hell? Who are you? What do you want? You killed my dogs, man! You think I had a connection with that girl? i found
him . What evidence do you have? thats nothing . ok. i confess . i stole it . what? Arrest me! [RORSCHACH BREATHING HEAVILY] I DID IT! I said I did it! Christ. Look, I got a problem, man. take me in. no , dont . dont do that . Take me in. do not! no! men will be arrested . The dogs are putting on the ground, the shaking shook my hand.
Warm blood splashed my face. Everything left of Walter Cuvacs died that night with that little girl since then, there was only Roenchach. Look, Doctor, God didn't kill that little girl, fate didn't butcher her, and fate didn't feed those dogs if God saw what any of us did that night, it didn't seem to be her mind. From then on I knew: God doesn't
make the world that way. were gonna do this . i cant help him . hey , ronchach . Hey, you're very famous, right? Dude, I hear your mother's a whore. Hey, you know what? - I'm very famous, too. Right. Man 2: That's right. Maybe I can give you an autograph. None of you seem to know I'm not locked up here with you. You're locked up here
with me. Shit. wait. - Oh,. I got it, I got it, I got it. im so sorry . I was prying and I had to hit the wrong button. - No, no. - Okay. i just feel really bad . No, don't worry. it happened before . The comedian did it in '77. Archie survived. Archie, what are you doing here? Oh. Well, uh, short for Archimedes... merlins pet owl . How did you get
through all this anyway? Well, my dad was in corporate banks, and when he died, he left me a lot of money... I mean, he... I think he was disappointed. instead of following him . I think I was just more interested in birds and planes, immunology and... Besides, I've seen enough people do it so I don't feel ridiculous. like hollis . yes. Yeah, he
was my hero. Man, the first time I met him, I remember... I just felt connected, you know? to what mattered . It should be nice to have a secret identity, a secret place that he has no idea, you can come here and stay without anyone looking at you. well go instead . Wow, these rocks. Strengthens the spectral range. Thermal imaging. They
work even better in the dark. can i see everything . I remember, no matter how black he is... I looked through that juggling, everything was as bright as the day. That must be how John sees the world. The food is getting cold. When I asked Dr. Manhattan if they disappeared... It has fueled Soviet aggression in a Afghanstan. Dan. John
sees a lot of things... Well, uh... [Dan clears the throat] oh. I am sorry. come here. What's the matter? ... - If you could move a little bit. go instead . Dan, what's going on? I'm sorry, I... Yeah, I just need a few minutes. oh , hell . its okay . Maybe we were moving so fast, we're always taking it slowly in the world. RORSCHACH: Big Figure.
small world . i like it. But, you know, this is a small world. And how long have I been in this business, Lloyd? Almost 15 years, Mr. Shape. Right. It's been 15 years since you and that owl killed me, Sooo... Rorschach, the burned-out guy who's dying, I might go every minute, you know, on my count, there's more than 50 people here that you
put away. I was talking to each and every one of them, and they're all gonna die to get a piece of you. So, you're gonna die by inches. high order . I'm gonna rip this guy off a new hole. come on. [GASPS] Know that, my friends. hudis wet hades alone . And at that moment, we knew each other. [GRUNTING] I'm sorry my friend had grown
my increasingly exotic boat... Reflects my own transformation. Drift, my darkest imagination healed without a check... Pouring from brain to heart like black ink... Deletion is impossible. The ship had certainly already reached Davidstown. I imagine quiet streets are overtaken by fiends of black transport. My wife, my children, they're
definitely dead. My crew, they're dead. The beast I ride is dead. Voices [slogans]: more blood, more blood, more blood. Father? it cant be . Oh, My Lord, it can't be. Dad, help us. please. wait. im coming . hurry , baby . wait. anyone but them . Anyone. Anyone. I swallowed so much seawater. God has cursed us all. Dili, I can't stand it. i
want to be reunited with my family . Hey, man. What are you reading? Nothing, man, nothing, huh? - Hey, hey! You're leaving that kid alone! Shut up, old man! Are you reading a comic book? What are you, retarded? Hey, where are you going, short bus? Dan? Everything okay? im tired of fear . Fear of war... Fear mask killer... And I'm
afraid of this suit... and how much do i need it . me too. So with it they will be told, Go to hell, and here you will be. Let's get Archie out. I used to be a Remember the vengeful? I'm used to going out at 3:00 a.m. and doing something stupid [HUMMING] a quick torch recommended, all units. I'm on fire at 5:00 and the Grand. quick torch .
let's go. - I can see him. Dan, there are kids there. Everybody, stay where you are and stay calm. well get you out of there . The roof's starting to cave. let's go. come on. All right, let's move it, people. Mom, is that guy on the space rocket? Is that Jesus? no baby. Be careful with the old. We are all set up. Is that all of them? bye. bye! I can't
believe we did this. - Who cares? World War III could start tomorrow. Right? Right. [EKG FLATLINING] [Alarm] [Men yell indiscriminately] [Screaming] [THUDS] Get back here! He's dead, Rorschach. When everyone was distracted, we thought we'd come for you a housekeeper's present, something from the car store. Hey, boss, do you
understand? None of that little world nonsense, order is loud. He knows that when we unlock it, he'll be next in the fat luck block. You're dead, Ronchach! We have a prison full of killers here. [Screaming] hands, I'm happy. Can't we get to the lock? this rebellion will not last . I'm sorry, Lawrence, but you're on your way to revenge. [Buzz
Saw] Boss! wait! now you know what the grade is . something nothing . Come and get me. so i was thinking i felt like we were committed to our fraternity . - I think we should spring The Ronchach. What, you're the one who Someone set it up and all this cancer doesn't make any sense to John. you couldnt take it . Yes, but breaking into a
maximum-security prison... It's a little different from extinguishing the fire. - Yeah, you're right. It's gonna be a lot cooler. Hurry up, Lloyd. no. You've never disposed of sewage with toilets. two nothing . your move . Great Shape: Get out of the way! How do we know he's still alive? - He's alive. no. Where's my face? Don't kill me. Tell me,
what do you see? Don't move! Rorschach. Daniel. Mrs. Jupiter, I'm sorry. You should go to the men's room. Oh, for Criske. I'm glad to see you in uniform, Daniel. - Save me from the ine state. You don't know what you're talking about! hey! Can you two stop? can you argue later . I had to turn off the scrollers, so we'll burn soon! Or we'll
shoot! You okay? yes. Just...... It's heavy, you know? War, jailbreak. dont worry about it . ok? its gonna be okay . - I'm on Mars. - You're trying to convince me to save the world. i have to go. It's beautiful, isn't it? [GAGGING] [Breathes] forgive me. These things sometimes made my mind slid. it wont happen again . It's comforting. oh my
god. im on mars . Hey, what's up? Hey,. Hey, let's see if that comic book retard is here. hey , hey , hey . Yu. Did you all hear that? - A wonderful owl just got the buddy out of jail. - Yes, I do. - That idiot put my cousin in a wheelchair. Maybe he messed up your cousin. - Yes, I do. You know, he lives right near here in a garage. - Yeah, I'm
sorry. - Is that now? S an a year [on the phone]: Hello? S an a year? - Hollis? - Yes, I do. Yes, Hollis Mason Jesus. Did you have my number all this time and wait until our evening years to use it? Well, it seemed like a special occasion, Sally, what? Tv reports that I was caught by a fire last night, trapped by people rescued by an
airsaum... and they say the pilot was dressed like an owl . And it looks like she had a sexy wife with her, Laurie? My daughter Lori? [HOLLIS CHUCKLES] I can't go back to Lori dressed, maybe she'll finally thank me for starting from the beginning, you know, S year, with your voice... You look younger than ever. Yes, bless you, Hollis. But
this is probably just sensitivity. Well, I've talked to you a lot, S year... But someone's kicking off, Sly: Well, it's not too bad to think about the old times. - You take care of yourself now, Hollis. bye. bye. We're looking for Mr. Owl. Hold your horses, Mr. Owl. Trick or treat. [MAN 2 CHUCKLES] You should have retired owl [HOLLIS GRUNTS]
[MAN GRUNTING] I hate this running away in the cave, hiding from the authorities. The cops out there are hunting us unless you want to go back to jail... We'd be foolish to expose ourselves without a plan, and what about that? When we established a pattern... We can get into the pedder and see what we find. Deadlock. I think it's a front
company for anyone who's really behind it, but can't prove it. We need to hit the calls in the underworld, push people. Of course, why don't we choose names from a phone book? You forgot how we do things, Daniel. I have a lot of confidence. especially with women . okay , no . Listen, I had it with him. God, who do you think you are,
Ronchach? You live from people while They...... And no one's complaining because they think you're a fucking madman. i shouldnt have said that , daniel . I know it can be hard for me sometimes. It's okay, man. LET'S DO IT YOUR OWN WAY. Transnational sernation. Has anyone heard of him? Oh, you bastards. I'll buy everyone a
round and that's how you sell me? Come back, or I'll stick this glass in your face. [GRUNTS] everybody calm down . chess . On the salary of the plying. I tried to kill Adrian Weidt. Do you know him? No, yeah, yeah! - I hired him. i knew him from the inside . - You're a criminal. i was. I swear I've been straight since I got out, I hardly knew
chess like this, but I was told to hire from old life. - My call, Mrs. Slater, does Jeannie Slater work for the mem? Yeah, he was very good. He said hiring ex-people was part of the company's plan. I'm telling the truth! Jeannie Slater, Adrian's longtime Manhattan girlfriend, might help us figure out who underestimated the ram. Woman [on
TV]: Former Minutemen member Hollis Mason murdered... in his apartment less than an hour ago . Witnesses reported seeing members of a local gang known as knot tops... Leave the area right around the estimated time of death. Live report, When did Tiffany Burns do it? - I knew you were gonna sacrifice me, man. What about my civil
rights? Just because I'm wearing it, tell me who did it. You tell your friends they're dead. Daniel, not in front of civilians. Oh,. Damn it, Hollis, this is where we hold our conversation, you reveal to me that you and Drberg are sleeping together. - Do you know about Dan and me? - Not yet. But you tell me in a few moments. If you already
know the future, then why were you surprised when I left you? Or when that reporter ambushed you? Why even argue about it if you already know how this is going to end? i have no choice . Everything is pre-ordained. even my answers . And you're just going through the moves, the most powerful thing in the world is still just a puppet.
We're all puppets, Lori. Why does my understanding of time make you so uncomfortable? Because it's inhumane. because it drives me crazy . Well, it's not working. Look, I don't want to fight. You just said you already knew about this. Why would I save someone? ... I don't have a stake in Dieter? then do it for me . if you really care . When
you left me, I left the earth. My red world here, now... It means more to me than your blue, let me show you that the bombers are burned and ready, sir. What a nightly possibility draws a man with everything... Will you enter the night at this hour? Daniel? Are you with me? - Yes, I do. Then what are you doing? I want to see adrian's report.
- I agree. Jeannie Slater, Muloch, on chess all work for the pru. Muloch said the comedian listed him and Slater on it. Anyone who owns the peddling can give these people cancer, adjust Manhattan to make [honking] fun. The ancient pharaohs waited for the end of the world. It was believed that the cadres would go up, take back hearts
from the golden jars. Now you should keep the breath in anticipation. Pharaohs? See what corporate piper heads say, The subject continues to retreat emotionally. If only the remaining ties were cut... We anticipate a complete separation from the human condition. Congratulations, Mr. Weidt. Your support and your enthusiasm... It is
something that has led to this victory. We salute you on behalf of the research team. - Here's to you. - Here's to you. What doesn't deserve to be celebrated in life? this is the new karnak . This represents the culmination of a dream over 2,000 years... A dream is now assured because of your undoubted help. And for this... I'm sorry, I'm
sorry. I'm sorry that you should now share such an inadequate reward. To the Pharaohs... Their greatest secrets have been entrusted to their servants... Buried alive with them in gravel flooring rooms. Sleep well, gentlemen. to your great sacrifice . bobstice . The Journal of The Ronchach. final entry . Yedette's behind everything. What's
his final game? i cant imagine a more dangerous opponent . He used to joke that he was fast enough to take a bullet, he could kill us both alone in the snow, that's where we're going now: Antarctica. Whether I'm alive or dead, I'm reading this... I hope the world lives long enough for this magazine to reach you. And enter the shadows
without complaint or regret. - It's a little early for you, huh? - Yes, I do. I wanted to finish the story before school. - I'm sorry, I'm sorry. - It's yours. I mean, life's too short, right? yes. Uh... Thank you, man. Davidstown? Davidstown, I was only miles away. Feeds Yours is safe from me. but now i was home . And revenge will be mine. The
man I've known, a bartender from Davidson with Davidstown, has certainly been arrested... Why would these scoundrels be allowed to pass free... For this midnight trist? Did he cooperate? He betrayed my people? - My family? Come and get it, baby. [Moaning] [GASPS and SCREAMS] my heart cooled. My wife was relieved before she
was executed... While this colleague and his pirate masters sneezed? My decision was in a hurry, but it wasn't hard. Who are you? what? [YELLING] BURST HIS HEAD AS IF HE WAS BEING PRESSURED BY THE SIN INSIDE HIM. [GASPS] The whore of a Buchananer doesn't deserve any promotions, two faces were mounted here,
two had to come back, a pirate, I founce unthreved to avoid suspicion, their violations didn't stop with the good people of Davidson... But it was severely cut off and infected my beloved homeland. Davidstown I wasn't the way I last saw him, now it was affected by the curse of black transport. Soon, I was investing among evil men, butchers
who now live in my house... And scare them off me, and after I returned home, I found the streets openly silent. I quietly entered my former residence. Be careful not to rouse the pirate butchers occupying it from their debauched sleep. Unaware that death was among them... They knew his dark embrace without ever knew why, but
someone was awake. Furnaces. Lest he raise the alarm... When he entered the complicated room of the night, I attacked him, no pirates coming, but something worse. [GASPS daughter] dad? I look at familiar faces and save for their horror, mouthed my name through puffy, bloody lips. My love, why? There is so great understanding it
remains nowhere for reason. so i ran away . What happened to him? Man 2: You. My knowledge walked me and shouted and celebrated his awful victory, my deduction was impeccable. - The Black Bar was heading to Davidson. He went that way! Can't you tell me how it ends and save trouble? It ends in tears. Tears? so youre not going
back to earth . Sometime, yes. The streets are full of deaths, John, please. you have to stop this . Everyone dies and the world won't even notice. In my opinion, the existence of life... It's a very excessive phenomenon. just look around you . Mars is perfectly fine without so much microorganisms. Here, it's a constantly changing topography
map... Flow and change around the poles in waves 10,000 years wide. So tell me... How was all this greatly improved by an oil pipeline? With a shopping mall? So there's too much to do miracles? Miracles, by definition, are. Oh, God, John! - Only what can happen will happen. - Just stop your. Now. You know what it is, as you want? You
can get me back on the ground to blush with Dan and my mom... And all other worthless human beings. but you know you were wrong . You said it ended with my tears... And look: nothing. maybe you were wrong about everything . You complain that I refuse to see life in living conditions... Yet you constantly refuse to see things from my
perspective. - You turn off what you're afraid of. You want me to see everything your way? go ahead , show me . Do what you do, the magic of dreams. thats what i used to have . I was a hero, damn it! It's not my fault you're old. I left food on the table for you and your baby. Keep getting brighter. You know, your mom, she was one of the
beauty of the all-time hero. - You have his eyes, you know... Hey, doll, we haven't seen each other in a long time. It didn't take long enough in my book, Eddie. get in the car . Now. Is there any depth to not drown? jesus christ , s anthy . Someone can't talk to him. You know, old friend's daughter? Drive. SS: It was a mistake. once . The
guy's trying to rape you, and years later you let him finish? what? Were you drunk or just one? Do I ever want to live this? Laurie. no. No, not him. Comedian...... - It was your father. no! no! no! [CRACKING] MY LIFE IS JUST... A big joke. i dont think your life is a joke . Yeah, well... im sorry if i dont trust your sense of humor . Can you
smile... If I admit I was wrong? About what? Miracles. What's going on with the astronomical chances... Like turning oxygen into gold, I've witnessed something like this for a long time, and yet I neglect... That in human pairing... Millions of cells compete to create lives... For generation after generation... Until finally, your mother... He's
gonna kill a man. Edward Blake, the comedian, the man who has every reason to hate... And from that paradox, in the face of unpleasant odds... It's you... Only...... You. - That emerged. To make a very specific form... Of all the chaos... It's like turning air into gold. Miracle. And so... i was wrong . Now dry your eyes and let's go home.
Daniel, you're down so low, you don't want to interfere, but maybe you should pull up sharply... i know! im trying . I'm trying to pull it up, damn it! I'm going to turn the heat off the flamethrower to speed up dicking... but it's going to take a while and we won't wait . You need something warmer. What's [BUBASTIS GROWLS], girl? Audreyen's
a pacifit. He never killed anyone in his life. What are you doing, leave him alone? We're not gonna get a second chance, gentlemen. - Welcome back. - Adrian, we know everything, so what is there to talk about, Dan? Many. You killed the comedian. Blake first found out Nixon made him hold a paper on us and make sure we weren't
moving the boat, Blake realized what I was doing here in Karnak... And when he looked at poor Muloch, he was bad, and I couldn't even predict that he'd be the one who'd change his heart, Sooo... I had to kill him, and then I neutralized John. I put almost $2 billion into the Tuccione investigation... To stop john from seeing the future. You
used his psychotic profile to impede him to leave the planet, I know John well enough to see that he's not emotion-free, shaking his delicate face doesn't notice by the layman, but for me... He might as well be crying, all I had to do was scramble on the thread, the sudden flood of emotions John felt... When he came to believe that he gave
cancer to the people he loved, it was all an excuse that he had to leave the earth, your killer, you paid him to throw us out, Mr. Chess gave his life in the service of a higher cause, Dan. Leave only one loose end: you, and the theory mask your killer... One of you is pursued with the intensity of a true sociopath. I called the police when you
were in prison. Nuclear war? Human extinction? Of course, my moral safeguards gave me pause in the necessary sacrifices. A few key regions around the world... New York, Los Angeles, Moscow, Hong Kong. - Disintegrated in an instant. Fifteen million people were killed. By Dr. Manhattan himself. Punish the world for flirting with World
War III. John doesn't do that, a fact that no outside of this room will ever know that my energy breakthrough working on just came to a conclusion. All these years, John has been helping me repeat his power... Unaware of how I planned to use it. You see... The comedian was right. Humanity's wild nature will inevitably lead to global
annihilation. So to save this planet... I had to trick him... With the biggest practical joke in human history. - I'll kill millions of people. You know we can't let you do this. I'm not a comic book villain. If even the smallest Can you see the effect on the outcome? I started it 35 minutes ago, finally, I came into an unpleasant black ocean that was
endlessly drawn before me. How did I get to this terrible situation with love... Just love, as my guide? The money-takeer was floating on my feet. The true anger that fueled my inventive and awful plan was but delusional. Where was my error? Planning to resume my flight, I lifted my head and saw it. The ship seemed to be waiting, not
floating to strike. And gradually I realized what I intended to do to... And beyond my depth, he wadi. The indescribable truth inexhaustiblely slested before me... As I swim towards the anchor transport. His dark, ambushing mast filled all I saw. All my well-meaning programs had come to this. The world I tried to save was lost beyond
reminders, a rope crossed. Sputtering, I got it. And from the upper decks, a cheer went up... Both gross and black, their boo affronting paradise. There were no plans to capture Davidstown. They came to wait until they could collect the only prize they were worth, claiming that their only soul really wanted to. [SNARLING PIRATES] I WAS
A HORROR. - Dude, this nonsense doesn't make any sense. I'm sorry, but you can keep this. I wasted all my time. You know, all the time you've been here... - I'll never get your name. are you kidding . that is... That's my name. not that big deal . there are a lot of people named bernard . Why don't we have a launch diagnosis? It's not the
Russians, sir. Produced by... Dr. Manhattan John. Interference. catastrophic interference . I can't believe this happened. It was me. Iraj...... It did. - What do you mean, you did this? - Not directly. It was made to look like I did it, Adrian. Speak of the devil, John... I know, I know. He has to stop him, he killed Blake, he killed millions of people.
wait here . Adrian, come on, the Tucciones were smart... But even if I can't predict where you are, I can turn the walls into glass. i have to thank you . I almost didn't know the excitement I had forgotten... The delights of uncertainty. excuse me , girl . You're such an asshole, [GASPS], you son of a bitch. ... You hurt him safely. grow up. My
new world calls for less obvious heroes. You...... The school boy's heroes are redundant. What have they achieved? Failure to prevent earth redemption... its your only victory . Re-collecting myself was the first trick I learned. He didn't kill Osterman. I crossed the surface of the sun, Iraj. He witnessed very small, very quick events... They
can hardly be said to have occurred at all... But you, Adrian, you're just a man. The smartest man in the world... It no longer poses a threat to me... Than his smartest. who is this? A crazy final weapon? yes. You can say that - attacked by millions of lives ended suddenly... In an evil act performed by Dr. Manhattan himself. Since the
attacks, I've always been in touch... With the Prime Minister of the United States putting aside the differences of our past... We're both committed to staying together... against this common enemy . With the rest of the world... We will win. This is a day we will never forget, and yet we will move forward to defend the human race... And it's all
good and just in our world. Much. God bless us all. You see that? The two superpowers are retreating from the war. I saved the earth from hell. What we were trying to do, we were supposed to do exactly justice, everybody knows what you did. By exposing me, you sacrifice the peace that many have died for today. - Peace based on lies,
but peace... Nevertheless. Adrian's disclosure only condemns the world to nuclear destruction again. we cant do this . On Mars... You taught me the value of life if we hope to keep it here... we have to keep quiet . keep your secret . dont even think about it . Rorschach. wait. never compromise . not even against armageddon . It's always
been the difference between us, Daniel. Look at every innocent figure I murder to save humanity, you understand, don't you? Without a condom... Or condemning... I understand. get out of my way . people need to be told . You know I can't let you do this. Appropriate. If you had taken care of you in the first place, none of this would have
happened, I could change almost anything... But I can't change human nature. Of course you have to protect Your New Utopia. So, what are you waiting for? just do it. just do it! no! I'm leaving this galaxy for a less complicated galaxy. I think I might make some. come on! Dan...... A united world and at peace. he had to be sacrificed . no!
You didn't ideal humans, you disfigured him. you made it look like it . This is your legacy. Man [on TV]: We repeat, there's nothing wrong with your TV series. You are taking part in a great adventure. You are experiencing awe and mystery... Which reaches the outer limit from the inner mind. Are you sure you don't want a drink? I'm fine.
what i have to get out of my chest i know eddie blake was my father . Laurel. what you have to think about me . I'm sorry I never told you I should... But I don't know, I just felt ashamed. i felt stupid . it doesn t matter . People's lives make them strange places. They do something weird... And, well, sometimes they can't talk about them. I
know how he is... But I just want you to know... that you never did anything wrong on my behalf . You asked me why I wasn't mad at him because he gave me you. - Hello, Mrs. Jupiter. I'm sorry, I'm sorry. I have to go get fresh. ill be right back . - So how's it going up here? - That's good. How's it going down there? good. I think everything's
working. Tinkering has already ended... So all we have to do is get him out. Are we gonna be okay? As long as people think John's still watching us, we're gonna be okay... at last. I know what John was saying. Everyone in the country... Every country in the world is holding out... And sing about peace and love. Well, Ronald Reagan says
he'll run for president in '88. We can do a piece on it, Seymour, we don't dignified nihilism by covering it. This is still America, damn it. Who wants a cowboy in the White House? ok. I can see something in lang's case. Any. Take some initiative. do what you want . I'll put it in your hands completely. Rorschach's journal, October 12th, 1985.
A comedian died in New York tonight. Special thanks to Sergey Kay. Sergey Kay.
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